
 DASSY® TRONIX (400163)

BRACE OVERALL WITH STRETCH AND KNEE
POCKETS

DASSY® D-FX Flex Tronix: a trendy bib & brace overall with plenty of
stretch! A main fabric with mechanical stretch, stretch inserts at the
back and on the sides, 4-way stretch at the back below the
waistband, at the crotch and at the back of the knees and finally
extremely resistant Cordura® stretch on the knee pockets. Additional
benefit of all this stretch? The modern fit is nicely tailored without
compromising on your freedom of movement.

Product details

- 4-way stretch at the back below the waistband, crotch and at back
of the knees
- adjustable Cordura® stretch knee pockets
- stretch insert at the back
- stretch panels on the side
- adjustable braces
- 2 front pockets
- chest pocket with flap
- back pocket with flap
- open back pocket
- leg pocket
- pen holder
- ruler pocket
- utility knife pocket
- button for knife holder
- mobile phone pocket
- zip-up safety pocket
- removable ID card holder
- D-ring
- adjusted fit
- reflective details
- three-needle stitching
- contrast stitching
- extendable hem (5 cm extra)

 
Symbols

 
Quality: PESCO 41

65% polyester/35% cotton , +/- 245 g/m²
knee pockets: nylon Cordura® stretch
reinforcement: nylon Cordura®

mechanical stretch fabric
OEKO-TEX® Standard 100
 
Quality: PASPA 01 - 4-way stretch Cordura® inserts

88% polyamide/12% elastane , +/- 260 g/m²
 
Colours
anthracite grey/black (6479) - azure blue/anthracite grey (6846) -
black (0783) - clay brown/anthracite grey (6541) - midnight
blue/anthracite grey (6847) - red/black (6674)

 

 6479  6846  0783  6541  6847  6674 

 
Sizes
BE-FR-ES STANDAARD 36-66 MINUS 40-54 PLUS 40-54
DE-NL-PL-HR-IT-CZ STANDAARD 42-67 MINUS 46-58 PLUS 46-58
UK STANDAARD 28-52 MINUS 31-43 PLUS 31-43
NO-FI-EE-LT-IS STANDAARD C42-C67 MINUS C46-C58 PLUS 
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C46-C58
 

Washing instructions

 
Certificates

Certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 - adjustable
Cordura® knee pockets in combination with
DASSY® CRATOS knee pads
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